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This paper explains why the nominal level of share prices has failed to rise during a decade of substantial inflation.
The key to the explanation is the features of the current U.S. tax laws, especially historic cost depreciation and the taxation of nominal capital gains, that cause the effective rate of tax or corporate source income to rise when there is a higher rate of inflation.
The current analysis shows that to understand the structural relation between.inflation and share prices it is crucial to note that a high 9on~tant rate of inflation leaves the price-earnings ratio unchanged while an increase in the rate of inflation depresses the price-earnings ratio.
The higher nominal interest rates that accompany inflation actually represent lower real net-of-tax yields on alternative assets for most investors.
The current analysis takes this into account in determining the share price.
The main focus of the paper uses a stock valuation model to derive the share demands of investors in different tax situations and then calculates the share value that achieves a market equilibrium.
Numerical calculations illustrate the analysis with a representative individual and a representative tax~exempt institutional investor. 1 The analysis here shows that the inverse relation between higher inflation and lower share prices during the past decade was not due to chance or to other unrelated economic events. On the contrary, the adverse effect of increased inflation on share prices results from basic features of the current U.S. tax la~, particularly historic cost depreciation and . 2 the taxation of nominal capital galns.
The current analysis shows that in order to understand the structural relation between inflation and share prices, it is crucial to distinguish *President, the National Bureau of Economic Research and Professor of Economics, Harvard University. This study is part of the NBER program of research on Business Taxation and Finance. I am grateful to participants in the NBER Summer Institute for helpful comments and to the NBER and the National Science Foundation for financial support. The views expressed in this paper are my own and not those of the NBER or Harvard University. lThese price-earnings ratios are based on real earnings in each year, i.e., earnings based on real depreciation and with the inventory valuation adjustment. See Feldstein and Summers (1978b) for the description of the method by which these pretax real price-earpin~s ratios are constructed. The traditional Standard and Poors post-t~x price-earnings ratio, based on book profits (including inventory profits) fall from (17.45) to (9.02 ).
An alternate measure of share price performance, the ratio of the share price to the underlying real capital at replacement cost, fell from 1.214 in 1967 to 0.788 in 1977. For further evidence of the adverse effect of inflation on real share prices, see Nelson (1978) and Lintner (1973 Lintner ( ,1975 .
21 emphasize that these are tax rules in the United States. Other countries that do not tax capital gains and that permit extremely rapid tax-depreciation of investments may respond very differently to inflation. The relation between share prices and inflation in other countries is therefore of little relevance to the United States.
, , between the effect of a high constant rate of inflation and the effect of an increase in the rate of inflation expected for the future. When the steady-state rate of inflation is higher, share prices increase at a faster rate. More specifically, when the inflation rate is steady, share prices rise in proportion to the price level to maintain a constant ratio of share prices to real earnings. In contrast, an increase in the expected future rate of inflation causes a concurrent fall in the ratio of share prices to current earnings. Although share prices then rise from this lower level at the higher rate of inflation, the ratio of share prices to real earnings is permanently lower. This permanent reduction in the price-earnings ratio occurs because, under prevailing tax rules, inflation raises the effective tax rate on corporate source income.
This process is illustrated in figure 1. The top part of the figure shows the inflation rate. Until time t , the inflation rate is constant at The starting point for this analysis is the way in which inflation raises the effective~ax rat~on corporate source income. This is in sharp contrast to the common popular argument that share prices are depressed because inflation raises the rate of interest that can be earned by investing (1970) , Yohe and Karnovsky (1969) , and Feldstein and Summers (1978a) . 
The individual's demand price per share is thus
lSee, e.g., King (1977) . He also treats the more general case in which retained earnings cause share prices to rise.
What happens when the rate of inflation increases from zero to a positive rate TI? For simplicity, the analysis will assume an instantaneous and unanticipated increase to TI which is then expected to persist forever. To evaluate the new demand price per share, it is necessary to recalculate both the net earnings per share and the real net rate of interest.
Under U.S. tax law, taxable profits are calculated by subtracting a value for depreciation from other net operating income. This value of depreciation is based on the original or "historic" cost of the asset rather than on its current value. When prices rise, this historic cost method of depreciation causes the real value of depreciation to fall and real taxable profits to be increased.
l As a result, real profits net of h . . l ' h . fl . 2 t e corporate~ncome tax vary~nverse y w~t~n at~on.
A linear approximation that each percentage point of inflation reduces net corporate profits per unit of capital by A implies that net corporate earnings per share of 3 capital are (l-T)p-ATI.
After personal income tax at rate e, the individual
lWhen there is no inflation, the various methods of "accelerated depreciation" that are allowed for tax purposes may cause tax depreciation to exceed the economic depreciation for some assets. This is subsumed in the effective corporate tax rate T. Accelerated depreciation does not change the conclusion that inflation reduces the real value of depreciation. 2For a more complete discussion of this see Feldstein and Summers (1978b) and Feldstein, Green and Sheshinski (1978) , especially the appendix by Auerbach. Hop.g (1977) , Motley (1969) , c,md Van Horne and Glassmire (1971) discuss the effects of his~oric cost depreciatipn and the implication for the effects of historic cost depreciation~nd the implication for the effect of inflation and share values; they assume a single investor whose discount rate is unchanged by inflation.
3With an exponental depreciation rate of 15 percent and a growth rate of 3 percent;a.seven percent inflation rate reduces net profits -per unit of' capital by 0.021; this implies A=0.35. 4This assumes that inflation does not affect the pretax profitability of capital. The calculation also ignores the transitional effect of a lower present value of the future depreciation allowable on past investments; as reality this may be approximately offset by the shareholders' gain at the expense of bondholders. The effect of infIat ion on the real net rate of interest, (1-8)r-~, depends on the response of the nominal int~rest rate to the rate of inflation.
As noted above, the U.s. experience has been. that dr/d~=l. Thus 2This is also true for~>O if the change in q is ignored.
More specifically, the simple valuation model that calculates the individual's demand price per share by equating the real net yield per dollar of equity to the sum of the real net interest rate and the risk premium implies
Differentiating q with respect to TI with the condition that dr/dTI=l implies:
Since the denominator is positive,l dq/dTI is negative if -9 -effect of inflation on the market price of stock requires a portfo1io.mode1 of investor equilibrium. In such a model, the risk premium (0) is both implicit and endogenous. The risk differential changes as the investor reallocates his portfolio until a market equilibrium is achieved in which the same market value of stock is consistent with each investor's own portfolio equilibrium. The specification of such a model is the subject of the next section; section 3 then analyzes how the equilibrium responds to a change in the rate of inflation. It is common to assume that the corporate capital stock (a~d therefore) P and s) will adjust until in equilibrium q equals one. An alternative view is that, with the corporate financial behavior that is pptimal under existing tax laws, this arbitrage will not be fully achieved and the equil-1 ibrium value of q will be less than one.
The next section shows how, o under either assumption, the introduction of a moderate rate of inflation can cause a substantial fall in the share value.
This section examines the effect of our unanticipated increase in the steady state rate of inflation. The analysis assumes that the corporate capital stock remains constant; this implies that the total number of shares (8) Similarly, the institution's demand price for shares (with 8=c=O) can be lThe assumption of a fixed corporate capital stock causes the calculation to overstate the change in the share price. If q falls, capital will leave the corporate sector, raising p and thereby q. Since this would be anticipated by investors, the immediate fall would be less than that calculated here. A satisfactory solution to this problem requires a dynamic model with endogenous corporate investment decisions. Since the number of shares has not changed, it is still true that (3.5) These three equations determine the new equilibrium share price and the corresponding allocation of shares.
Before calculating the new equilibrium explicitly, it is useful to discuss the change with the help of a diagram. Comparing equation 3.4 and 2.6 shows that the inst~tutions' demand price is lower at every value of sil but also tends to zero as sil tends to infinity; the curve si1 (ql) is drawn in this way. Comparing equations 3.3 and 2.3
shows that the shift of the household demand curve is ambiguous since the numerator is reduced by -(1-8)A1T while the denominator is reduced by
To emphasize the possibility of a lower equilibrium price even when the household demand price rises, the household demand curve is drawn with the demand price at the initial value of sh1=O greater than its previous level.
The new market demand curve sl(ql) coincides with the household demand curve until the plrice at which institutioI}s an~willing to hold some stock.
Thereafter, the market demand curve is the sum of the two demands. The new equilibrium price occurs at a value of ql that is below the old equilibrium. si (ql) Number of Shares illion even though they hold an increased number of shares.
A lower initial value per share does not change the conclusion that the share price falls but does reduce the relative magnitude of the fall.
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More specifically, if qo=.8, equations 2.10, 2.11 and 3.6 imply that shl=765.
Substituting into 3.3 yields ql=0.681 or 85.f percent of the initial price. lSee footnot~3 page 6 above.
2Auerbach (1978) and King (1977) show that under certain conditions the share price without inflation will be q =(1-8)kl-c) if the only shareholders are individuals with these tax rate~. With our current tax values, this implies 0.82.
Conclusion
The simple model developed in this paper conveys the basic reason why a higher rate of inflation causes a substantial reduction in the ratio of share prices to real earnings. The higher effective rate of tax on corporate income caused by historic cost depreciation ahd the tax on the artificial capital gains caused by inflation both reduce the real net yield that investors receive per unit of capital. Altbough the real net yield on bonds is also reduced, for most shareowners this is outweighed by the fall in the equity yields.
The market equilibrium analysis examined the impact of inflation when both stocks and bonds are held by risk averse investors in quite different tax situations. It also showed how the equilibrium ratio of share prices to real earnings can fall even if the demand price per share for some individuals is actually increased by inflation.
Of course, the increase in the effective tax rate caused by inflation has not been the only adverse influence on the level of share prices during the last decade. The slowdown in productivity growth, the higher cost of energy and the increased international. competition have all reduced pretax profitability. Although there is no clear evidence of a permanent fall in profitability (Feldstein and Summers, 1977) , the transitory reduction may have caused some investors to project lower long-term pretax profitability.
The higher tax rates on capital gains for high income investors since 1969 further reduced after-tax profitability. An increase in uncertainty has also had an adverse effect on price-earnings ratios. One source of this greater uncertainty is the increasing ratio of debt to equity on corporate balance sheets. In addition, after a period of steady growth and low inflation, the events of the past decade have added uncertainty to any evaluation of the future. Finally, in considering the changes in the level of share prices overthe past decade~i t is important to recognize that the adverse effect of inflation has been perceived only slowly and imperfectly.
Some investors have undoubtedly concluded incorrectly that even a steady rate of inflation would cause a continuing decline in the ratio of share prices to earnings. The share price level may therefore have overshot its equilibrium level •.
A full understanding of the equilibrium relation between share prices and inflation requires extending the current analysis in a number of ways.
The role of corporate debt and retained earnings should be included. The possibility of individual investment in other assets like real estate should be recognized. A more explicit portfolio model could derive asset demand equations from expected utility maximization and could recognize that some institutional holdings are really indirect ways for individuals to hold assets in a tax-favored way: Finally, the simplification that the capital stock remains constant should be replaced by a more dynamic model that recognizes the effect of inflation-induced accumulation.
